
Find Out What Does ROFL Stand For 

ROFL can be used to convey extreme laughter and is a perfect alternative for LOL. It may 
appear at either the start or the end of a sentence. It is also casual and works best when utilized 
with close friends and relatives. Younger people today use a wide range of abbreviations online. 
ROFL is one of them. Read this article to find out what does rofl stand for. 

What Does ROFL Stand For? 
The internet meme ROFL first appeared in the 1980s. The phrase "ROFL" is a meme and 
Internet slang that denotes that someone has found something amusing. The informal and 
unusual language that internet users use to communicate with one another is referred to as 
"internet slang." All of these acronyms are used on the internet by the majority of younger users. 
These include LMAO, LOL, and ROFL. Keep reading to know about what does rofl stand for. 
 
On the other hand, because online slang is always changing, it is difficult to come up with a 
single definition. An activity, concept, expression, or piece of media that quickly gains popularity 
online is referred to as a "Internet meme." By boosting the meme's popularity, social networking 
sites and blogs that post & repost popular memes help an internet meme spread.  
 
The internet meme ROFLCOPTER boosts ROFL by associating someone laughing while 
rotating like a helicopter. Additionally, ROFL and LOL have a lot in common. The terms express 
that something is humorous. However, there are differences between ROFL and LOL. When 
someone finds something incredibly humorous, they say ROFL.  
 
Since LOL is used when someone finds something hilarious, but not as much, it is an overused 
term. ROFL and LOL are slang words that should only be used in informal conversation. Even 
with the older ones, not many people are familiar with their meanings. If acronyms like ROFL 
are used, they frequently fail to comprehend what is being said. Read below to check out what 
does rofl stand for and how to use it. 

How ROFL Is Used? 
When someone types ROFL, they are expressing their extreme humor, that is what does rofl 
stand for. LOL and ROFLMAO, which stand for "rolling on the floor, laughing my a** off," are 
additional acronyms for laughter ("laughing out loud). Like much internet slang, the phrase is 
inappropriate for first-time business talks.  
 
The greatest places to use ROFL are in private text messages, emails, internet chats, and in 
rare cases where a professional contact has turned into a friendship.  
 

What are the Variations of ROFL? 
There are some great variations of ROFL, so let’s check them out while we are learning what 
does rofl stand for. Here are some different ways to say ROFL that will surprise you.  
 

https://rankeronline.com/rofl-meaning/


ROFLMAO : Rolling On the Floor Laughing My Ass Off is referred to as ROFLMAO. Similar to 
ROFLOL, ROFLMAO is used in electronic communication and has entered the English 
language's common usage as a way to denote extreme amusement. The lowercase acronym 
ROFLMAO is frequently used to denote something that is insane or funny. 
 
ROFLOL : An earlier version of ROFLCOPTER was ROFLOL. ROFLOL, which stands for 
"Rolling On Floor, Laughing Out Loud," is an abbreviation that denotes amusement. Although 
the abbreviation LOL (Laughing Out Loud) is still often used to convey enjoyment and 
acceptance, its significance has been diluted by overuse. It's possible that ROFLOL and the 
other well-known online slang terms, including LOL and LUL, will be utilized in an ironic manner. 
As a result, acronyms like ROFLOL have emerged to signify honest amusement regarding what 
does rofl stand for.  
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